
Figure 1-Layers of articial intelligence

Articial intelligence nds its use in many branches of 
medicine because of its ability to recognize patterns in image 
and accurately classify them. One of the earliest branches to 
utilize articial intelligence is radiology. CARDIO AI analyses 
cardiac MRI in seconds. Articial intelligence has been used 
in diagnosing and grading the severity of diabetic retinopathy 
and identication of melanoma and non-melanoma cancers.
As endoscopy deals with images ,naturally articial 
intelligence has vast role in intuit can help in early diagnosis 
of lesions, gives condence in diagnosis made by a trainee 
and can be used to assess the skill of endoscopists.

Role of Articial intelligence in upper gastrointestinal tract 
lesions A meta-analysis of 23 studies reveals a good 
sensitivity and specicity for upper gastrointestinal 
lesions.The pooled specicity for diagnosis of carcinoma 
stomach, carcinoma in  barret's esophagus, ca esophagus 
and h pylori gastritis has been approx. 90%[2].The articial 
intelligence had best performance was with ca stomach and 
Barret's esophagus because mostly these lesions are Paris II a 

or IIc with good demarcation line. In carcinoma stomach the 
treatment depends on depth of invasion. Present system of 
macroscopic feature to predict invasion is not very 
accurate.EUS requires technical expertise .Nagao et al used 
articial intelligence to predict depth of lesion in white light 
endoscopy,NBI and indigo carmine chromoendoscopy 
examination and achieved an accuracy of 95%.[3].Fakuda et 
al compared articial intelligence and expert endoscopist  for 
esophageal carcinoma detection and found that though 
specicity was more for expert endoscopist, AI had better 
performance with video images and greater sensitivity of 
detection of small lesions especially smaller than 30 mm.[4]

Role of Articial intelligence in small intestinal lesions 
Small bowel evaluation is needed for many diseases like 
inammatory bowel disease ,obscure GI bleeding which 
forms about 5-10% of GI bleeding, unexplained colicky pain 
abdomen, small bowel strictures, tumors and many more[5]. 
The evaluation of small bowel is difcult. However, recent 
advances in endoscopy which includes spiral or double bowel 
enteroscopy has created a new horizon. These modalities are 
both diagnostic and therapeutic. However it is a time taking 
procedure and needs expertise. Small bowel capsule 
endoscopy helps in targeting the area of interest prior to an 
enteroscopy.Small bowel capsule endoscopy captures 
approx. 12000 frames and the recordings generated are of of 
8-9 hours  which has to be screened by endoscopist.Due to this 
long duration of video there is denite risk of missing lesions 
especially by trainees. Sofer et al in their meta-analysis 
found that articial intelligence was approx. 95% sensitive 
and specic for ulcer detection. Its sensitivity and specicity 
approached 99% for bleeding and detection of bleeding 
source. Interestingly Akoi et al found that articial intelligence 
picked up 3 ulcers which were missed by expert 
endoscopists[6].The average time to read the whole video 
decreased to a mean of <3.5 minutes. Articial intelligence 
also excellent positive predictive value for active and inactive 
bleeding bleeding spots. Another multicenter study was 
conducted by  ding et al, where investigators trained the 
articial intelligence with more than 1.5 lakh images .The 
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model was then validated in 5000 patients and found to be 
more than 99% sensitive for lesion detection compared to 
approx. 75% by experts[7].This impressive improvement was 
even associated with signicant less reading time.(Articial 
intelligence vs expert:5.9±2.23 vs 96.6±22.53 minutes)

Role of Articial intelligence in colonic lesions
Colonoprev trial established the role of colonoscopy and 
polyp detection for prevention of colorectal cancer. All major 
gastrointestinal societies have made extensive evidence 
based guidelines for colonoscopic screening. The main aim is 
polyp detection and resection. This strategy however has led 
to burden over pathology department and increased cost. To 
circumvent this some strategies like 'Leave in situ” or 'Resect 
and discard” has been developed. However, the endoscopist 
must be condent that a neoplastic polyp or polyp with 
advanced pathology is not missed. This requires signicant 
expertise in the part of endoscopist and familiarity with 
advance imaging like narrow band imaging. In an RCT in 
japan with over 1000 patients results of articial intelligence 
was exciting. Adenoma detection rate was 29%(vs 20% for 
experts).Other parameters like mean adenoma detected per 
patient and detection of diminutive hyperplastic and larger 
polyp all were signicantly better in the articial intelligence 
group. Studies have proven excellent accuracy of articial 
intelligence in  predicting invasive colorectal cancer detection 
and malignant polyp detection.EndoBrain is a system 
developed and studied by Kudo et al for both detection and 
characterization of lower gastrointestinal tract polyp [8]. 
Hassan et al  pointed out that artefacts from bowel wall (like 
folds ,ic valve,diverticula,suction polyps) or artefacts from 
bowel content (like stool,mucus,water,bubbles) can cause 
false positive adenoma detection[9].However even with 
increased false positive adenoma detection rate the time to 
compete procedure was not signicantly increased because a 
skilled endoscopist will promptly recognize it and move 
forward. 

Role of Articial intelligence in EUS
The detection of pancreatic malignancy in a case of chronic 
pancreatitis ,which is a high risk group for development of 
pancreatic adenocarcinoma, poses a signicant challangs. 
Articial intelligence was used in this setting and an accuracy 
of 94 % was achieved[10].BP MASTER has been created for 
EUS training and quality control mainly by station 
recognition.

Due to this development in technology the American society of 
Gastrointestinal endoscopy released a position statement for 
priorities for articial intelligence in endoscopy. It categorised 
its statement in 3 parts-a)Priority use case b)Data science 
properties c)Research priorities. They also emphasized that 
the application of articial intelligence can simplify work ow 
in a busy endoscopy room. Articial intelligence can record 
qualities measures, notify patients regarding the follow up 
and cut cost in pathology[11].

With this new technology, however, there is some concern 
regarding the cost of implementation and maintaing it.Mori et 
al compared the average colonoscopy cost in 2 scenarios; 
a)Diagnose and-leave strategy supported by the AI prediction  
b)Resect-all-polyps strategy. Signicant cost reduction was 
seen with articial intelligence application. Similar cost 
reduction was observed when such model was applied in 
England,USA and Norway. This cost reduction was seen 
mainly due to reduced work staff in endoscopy suite and also 
reduced pathology and radiology costs which comes with a 
lesion detection.

However in all its glory there are some concerns regarding this 
new technology like over reliance on articial intelligence 

may lead to deskilling of endoscopist ,initial implementation 
may lead to increase costs.  As shown in studies 
implementation of articial intelligence in an endoscopy suite 
may be a onetime investment, which is cost effective in long 
run. The deskilling of enoscopist will not occur because the 
nal say is of the endoscopist only.Other important ethical 
concern is if a mistake is made then who will be responsible 
the endoscopist, articial intelligence or the manufacturer.

There are certain systems which have been approved for use 
and the science has reached the bedside from lab. 
ENDOANGEL is a convoluted neural network based system 
which provides objective assessment of bowel preparation 
every 30 second during the withdrawal phase of colonoscopy. 
It has shown to signicantly increase adenoma detection 
rate.GI GENIUS is other system used in USA which helps in 
adenoma detection and is more sensitive than expert for 
adenoma detection. In India ,AIG hospital has collaborated 
with Satis Health inc for development and implementation of 
articial intelligence[12].

To conclude it can be said that articial intelligence has 
progressed a lot and is being utilized in endoscopy. Future of 
this eld looks bright and its widespread implementation will 
greatly help patient care. 
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